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giving two more data: the 
exponents in ~ in case ~ is 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that each ordering in the field of rational 
functions of a real algebraic surface V is described by some half-branch of V. That 
means, the positive functions are obtained by specialization on a given half-branch. 
This problem was initially discussed by Brumfiel, [2], who described in that way 
some orderings of the field ~(x,y) by making use of Zariski's work on valuations, 
[8]. 
The answer appears as a corollary of another more general result that solves the 
same question for irreducible real analytic surfaces. We first prove this stronger 
result for the germ X0= ~0 2 and then deduce it for arbitrary X 0 by extending 
orderings via a Local Parametrization morphism. Thus our main work refers to the 
ring ~.{x,y}. 
First of all, we construct explicitely all orderings in ~{x, y} .As a matter of fact, our 
construction is carried out in the formal power series ring: to each ordering ~ in 
,~[[x, y]] we associate a 3-tuple (~, 0, a) consisting of a series with rational exponents, 
~, a real number (eventually + oo), 0, and a symbol, a, amid - oo, - 1, 0, + 1, + oo. 
This 3-tuple determines completely ~. Roughly speaking, we produce a kind of 
asymptotic expansion of y with respect to x by means of the signed place 
corresponding to a. A part of this expansion is the series ~. Then the expansion ends 
number 0, which attends to the powers of x larger than 
finite, and the symbol or, which is related to the sign of 
Once this description of an ordering ~ is done, we can use the 3-tuple to obtain 
the analytic 'center' c" (0, 1)---,IR 2 we seek. The underlying idea is that (~, 0, a) gives 
the asymptotic expansion of the required c, and hence we look for a c with that ex- 
pansion. Let us quote, for instance, that in some cases we need for the series ~ a 
slight generalization of Borel's theorem (we must point out that ( need not be 
Puiseux). 
The paper is divided in three sections. The first one is devoted to orderings in 
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~[[x,y]]; the second contains the solution to our problem for real analytic surface 
germs, and in the last one we achieve it for real algebraic surfaces. 
1. Orderings in IR[[x,y]] 
In this first section we describe explicitely each ordering of the ring R[[x, y]] (by 
ordering we shall always mean total ordering). That involves an algorithmic con- 
struction which associates to each ordering an embedding of R[[x, y]] into a suitable 
field of power series. The geometric idea behind the construction is Taylor expan- 
sion, and will be precisely developed in Sections 2 and 3. 
Let a be an ordering in IR[[x,y]]. Perhaps after the change X=y,  Y=x, we may 
assume that y/x is finite with respect o ~. Besides, we can suppose x> 0. Now, tz 
induces in ~[[x]] the ordering x>0,  whose real closure is the field F of formal 
Puiseux series. Furthermore, a is determined by its restriction to ~[[x]][y], which 
extends uniquely to F(y), [4]. Actually 0t is determined by knowing the sign of all 
elements y + ((x), ~(x) e F with positive exponents. Finally, we have the signed place 
p:F (y )~,  given by: h~sup{r~ [R: r<h}, [2]. 
Construct ion 1.1. We define inductively a sequence, eventually finite: 
~1, MI, 01, cl, ..., en, Mn, On, cn, ... (*) 
where the en's are +1 or -1 ;  the Mn's are sets of rational numbers; the 0n's are 
rational numbers and the cn's real numbers. 
First of all, take e~ = +1 if y>0, -1  if y>0.  Then we describe the induction as 
follows. Suppose all terms in (.) till e n given, n_> 1. We put: 
1 
I f  Mn=0,  the construction stops at Mn. If not, set r/= infM~. We have Mn = [r/,--') 
or (r/, --,). If r/is irrational the construction stops also at M,,. If 1/is rational, put 
Clearly, 0_<a< + oo. If a=0 or + oo the construction ends at Mn again. Otherwise, 
put 0n =r/, cn=ena. Finally, choose en+l = +1 if y> ~,~l c, x°', -1  if y< ~,~ ci x°'. 
Thus (.) is completely defined. 
Remark.  We have 1 < On < 0n + l, for n_> 1. 
Indeed, for 0< 1 we have p(y/elx°)=p(y/x)p(elxl-°)=O, since y/x  is finite 
with respect to ~. Hence, M~C[1,--,). On the other hand if On>On÷l, choose a 
rational number 0e (On+ 1, On). From the definition of Mn+l, one gets 
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so that 
p - En+l  x -~-~-0o, 
t=l  
) /  ) Ct xO' ~n+ 1 xO --En 
t=l  
)/ ) Ci XO' ~n+l xO , 
~c,p(xO,,- o) 
since 0,7 > O. But then cn = en+l and O~ M,,, which is impossible. Finally, suppose 
0~=0,+~. We have: 
) / )  0 < 8nC n =p - -  ¢tX O' ~n XO" 
t - I  
which implies cn + 1 = O. 
Thus, we obtain a ' formal power series' ~4(x)=~,>~cnx °n (if MI=O,  take 
~a(x) = 0). 
Now we define an 'addit ional exponent'  04 as follows: 
(i) If M~ = 0 or ~4(x) is infinite, take 04 = + oo. 
(ii) Otherwise, take 04 = r/. 
Finally, we attach a symbol o-a: 
(i) If 04 = + ao and the exponents of ~4(x) do not have a common denominator ,  
put a s = O. 
(ii) If 0 4 = + oo and {a(x) is Puiseux, that is, its exponents do have a common 
denominator,  then put aa= + 1 or - l  to make aa(y-Ca(x)) positive in a. 
(iii) If 0 4 = r/ is either irrational or rational with a--O, put o-a= en. 
(iv) If 0 4 =r/ is rational and a = + oo, put aa = ena. 
Remarks. (a) The series (u(x) and the exponent 0a depend only on the restriction of 
a to the polynomial  ring. Indeed, notice that they are defined in terms of some 
elements (y -  ~7-1 ~ cix°')e,,x °, which lie in F'[y], where F '  is the real closure of  
E[x] with the restriction of  a, and c~[ JR[x, y] extends uniquely to F'[y]. 
(b) The symbol a 4 is determined by tzllR[x,y ] either if Oa~: + oo or ~4(x) is not 
Puiseux. Otherwise a 4 is determined by a l [R[x,y] if and only if (~ is Nash (i.e. 
algebraic over [R[x]). Finally o-4 is determined by a I ~.{x,y} if and only if (a is 
convergent. 
(c) The argument used to prove that the exponents in ~4(x) are strictly increasing 
also shows that Oa_>O,, for all n_> 1 and 04=0,~ for some n only when o-a= +1 or 
- - l .  
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At this moment, we have defined for the given ordering a the 3-tuple 
(~(x), 0~, o-a). This suggests the next: 
Def in i t ion  1.2. We denote by T the set of all 3-tuples (~(x), 0, tr) consisting of: 
(a) a 'formal power series' ~(x)=~n~cnx °" with rational >1 increasing 
exponents, 
(b) an 'exponent' 0, which is a real number or + co, 0>0.  for all n>_ 1, and 
(c) a 'symbol' tr among + oo, + 1, 0, - 1, - oo, 
chosen according to the following rules: 
(i) If 0=+0% then ¢(x):~0 or trg:0. 
(ii) tr = 0 if and only if ~(x) is not Puiseux, and then 0 = + co. 
(iii) If tr = + co or - oo, then 0 is rational and > 0. for all n > 1. 
Summarizing, we have the following types of 3-tuples: 
(i) + co, 0); 
(ii) (~(x), + ~, + 1), (~(x), + oo, - 1); 
(iii) (((x), 0, + 1), (~(x), 0, - 1), 0 e II~, 0___ each exponent in ~(x); 
(iv) (~(x), 0, + ~),  (~(x), 0, - ~),  0e  ©, 0>each exponent in ¢(x); 
and ~(x) is Puiseux except in (~(x), + oo, 0). Moreover, notice that ~(x) is finite if 
0elR. 
Now, we can state our result as follows: 
Theorem 1.3. Let f2. be the set o f  all orderings a in II~[[x, y]] such that x>0 and y /x  
is f inite with respect o ~. Then the map: 
r : I2 .~ T: a~-.(~(x),Oa, a) 
is a bijection. 
Proof .  Set t = (~(x), 0, a) e T. We shall show that there exists one and only one order- 
ing u e I2. with ra = t. In this proof we shall need the following ordered fields: 
F, the field of formal Puiseux series, in the variable x, with coefficients in ~; 
K, the field of formal power series with real exponents, in the variable x, with 
coefficients in R (see [3]); 
L, the field of formal Puiseux series in the variable x with coefficients in ~((y)). 
The orderings we consider are those determined by x>0 and y>0.  
We separate the proof according to the various types of 3-tuples t. 
First case: t = (~(x), + oo, 0). Let a be an ordering in s'2. with Ca = (. We must show 
that the sign of any element y + ((x), ((x) e F with positive xponents, is determined 
by t. 
Notice first that for any re©,  r<_On, n_  1, if we set ~n(x) = ~,~ c,x °', it holds: 
p( (y -~n(x) ) /x  r) = 0, where p is the signed place of a. Indeed, 
p(( y _ ~.(x) /x  r) =p(( y _ ~n))/XOn+ , )p(xO.+ , - r )  = Cn + 1" 0 = O. 
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Now write ~(x)+ ~(x)= axr+ ".., a~ O. Since ~(x) is Puiseux and ~(x) is not, r<__ 0n 
for some n_> 1, and ~n(x)+ ~(x) starts by ax r too. Then: 
P( (Y  + ~(x))x ~ ) =P((Y - ~n(x))/x ~) + p((~n(x) + ( (x ) ) /x  r) = a :~ O. 
That means, a determines the sign of  y+ ¢'(x) in a. 
To construct effectively a we just define g/: [R[[x, y]]--,K by 
v/(x) :x ,  
~(y)  = ~(y). 
Since ~(x) is not Puiseux, ~ is an embedding and a is the ordering induced by it. 
Second case: t = (~(x), + oo, a), a = + 1 or - 1. Let a e f2. be such that ru = t. Let 
((x) e F be a Puiseux series with positive exponents. First assume ~(x) + ((x) ~ 0 and 
write: ~(X)+~(X)=axr+ " ' ,  a=/:O. If r<--On for some n>_ 1 the method in the case 
already proven applies, and a gives the sign of y + ((x) in a. If r > 0,, for all n ___ 1, 
then ¢(x) must be finite: 
+ .. .  +crux° ' ,  
and M m + 1 = 13. It follows p( (y -  ¢(x) ) /x  r) = 0. Thus: 
P( (Y  + ~(x))/x r) =p((y  - ~(x)) /x  r) + p((~(x) + ~(x))/x r) = a, 
which means that a gives the sign of  y + ~(x) in a. 
Finally, if ~(x) = -~(x),  we have a (y  + ~(x)) > 0 and so o" gives the sign of y + ¢'(x). 
To define a, consider the embedding ~,:~e[[x,y]]~F((y))  given by 
[ =x, 
~(Y) : ~(x) + cry, 
and a is the ordering induced by g/. (In F((y))  the ordering is y>O. )  
Third case: t = (~(x), 0, cr), 0 irrational. Let a ~ f2, be such that ru = t. Let ((x) ~F  
with positive exponents. If ~(x) + ~(x) = ax ~ +..- ,  a ~= O, r > 0, we have: 
p(( y + ((x))/crx r) = p(( y - ~(x))/crx r) + p((~(x) + ((x))/crx r) = + oo + cra = + oo. 
(recall that cr (y -~(x) )>O) .  So y+~(x)  has in a the sign of  cr. 
If ~(x)+ ((x)= O, the calculations above hold for any rational r>  0. 
Finally, if ~(x)+( (x )=axr+ ..., a~O,  r<O, it holds 
p( (y  + ( (x ) ) /x  r) = p( (y  - ~(x)) /x  r) + p((~(x) + ( (x ) ) /x  r) = a. 
So y + ((x) has in a the sign of a. 
To exhibit a, define ~:  ~[[x ,y ] ]~K by 
[ ~,(x) = x, 
= + crx °. 
It is an embedding and gives the required a. 
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Fourth case: t = (((x), O, tr), 0 rational, a = + 1 or - 1. Let t~ e I2. be such that ra = t. 
Let ((x)6 F with positive exponents. The only case not included in the preceding 
discussion is ~(x) + ((x) = ax°+ . . .  But then: 
p(( y + ( (x)) /x  °) =p((y  - ~(x))/x °) + p((~(x) + ((x)) /x  °) = a, 
since by Construction 1.1, p( (y -~(x) ) /x  °) = 0. So y + ((x) has in a the sign of a. 
Now we construct a by taking the embedding q/: ~[[x, y]] ~L  given by 
I q/(x) = x, 
~(y) = ~(x) + trx°y. 
F i f th case: t = (~(x), O, a), 0 rational, tr = + ~ or - oo. Let a e f2. be such that ra = t. 
Let ( (x )~F  with positive exponents. Once again we just consider the case 
~(x) + ~(x) = ax ° +. . . ,  a ~ O. But then: 
p( (y  + ( (x) ) /ex °) =p(y  - ~(x))/ex °) + p((~(x) + ( (x)) /ex °) = + oo  + ea = + oo  , 
where e denotes the sign of tr. It follows that e(y + ( (x ) )>0 in a. 
The ordering a is once more defined by an embedding. Indeed, take 
q/: ~[[x, y]] ~L  such that 
I q/(X) =X, 
v / (y )  = + ex°y  - 
Thus the proof of Theorem 1.3 is finished. 
Now we get immediately: 
Corollary 1.4. (1) Each ordering in ~{x ,y}  extends to ~[[x,y]], and in at most two 
fo rms.  
(2) Each ordering in ~.[x,y] centered at the origin extends to IR[[x,y]], and in at 
most  two forms.  
Proof. Let a be an ordering in ~{x,y} or R[x,y] (in this case centered at the 
origin). We may assume y /x  finite with respect o [R and x>0.  Remarks to Con- 
struction 1.1 show that it can be applied to a, and it produces the series ~a(x) and 
the exponent 00. If the symbol tr,~ is also determined, the ordering in R[[x,y]] 
defined by (~(x), 00, tra) is the unique extension of a. Otherwise, ~(x)  is Puiseux 
and 0a=+o~, so that there are only two possibilities (~(x) ,+o%+l)  and 
(~,(x), + oo,-1), which define the two extensions of a to [R[[x,y]]. 
2. Orderings in the field of meromorphic function germs of an irreducible analytic 
surface germ 
Let X0 be an irreducible analytic surface germ of [R~. Denote eT[X0] its ring of 
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analytic function germs and O(X0)=qf(O[X0]) its field of meromorphic function 
germs. Let ¢'/[Xo] ^ be the completion of the local ring ~[X0] and 6~(X0)^= 
qf (C / [x0]^) .  
In this section we study two problems on orderings of Ff(Xo): extensions to the 
completion and existence of 'centers', [7]. Both of them can be solved in dimension 
2, by means of the results included in Section 1 and a suitable application of Local 
Parametrization. 
First of all, for extensions we have: 
Proposition 2.1. Each order ing o f  d~(Xo) admi ts  some and  at most  two extens ions  
to r (xo) ^ . 
Proof. Let a be an ordering in ~',(Xo). We choose coordinates to obtain acom-  
mutative diagram: 
(/[Xo] c , r:[Xo]^ 
J J 
c , = y l l  
where the vertical arrows are finite monomorphisms. Besides, there exists an ir- 
reducible Weierstrass polynomial Pc  [R{x}[y] and a non-unit g ~ (/[Xo] such that 
= (x0)^ = r4 02)^[z] 
and P is the irreducible polynomial of Y in both extensions. 
Then put ao = a[ t / (~)  and let u I <. . .  < u s be the roots of P in the real closure 
R of (g;(II~02), a0). Then we know, [6], that o~ o has s extensions oq, ..., as to t~(Xo), 
each a, corresponding to the embedding ( J (Xo)~R defined by Z~u, ,  i= l, . . . ,  s. 
Suppose for instance a = a~. Now let 6o be an extension of a0 to (;(IR02) ^. From 
Sturm's theorem it follows that ut <-..  < u s are the roots of P in the real closure R ^  
of (g,(R~)), ^, 60) and so 6 0 has s extensions 61, ..., 6~ to (J(X0) ^ , defined as above. 
Clearly, 6q is the only one which also extends a. This shows that the number of ex- 
tensions of a to (?(Xo) ^  is equal to the number of extensions of a0 to (0,(~(2))^. it 
follows at once from 1.4(1) that ot has some and at most two extensions to t(?(X0) ^. 
Thus the proof of 2.1 is complete. 
Remarks. The fact that each ordering in (/(Xo) extends to ,#'(X0) ^ is true in 
arbitrary dimension. The proof is an easy application of Serre's Criterion and 
M. Artin's Approximation Theorem, but gives no quantitative information. 
Notice also that the analysis of extensions given in the proof above by using Local 
Parametrization holds in arbitrary dimension. 
Concerning to the problem of finding 'centers' we have 
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Theorem 2.2. Let ct be an ordering in ~(Xo). Then, there exists an analytic map 
c: (0, 1 )~X (where X is any representative of Xo) such that h ~ g~(Xo) is positive in 
a if  and only if  h(c(t)) is defined and > 0 for t > 0 small enough. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 will be separated in two cases. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 when X o = [R 2 
Then (/(X0)= ~{x,y} and let a be an ordering in ~{x,y}. Perhaps after changes 
like x'=y, y '=x  or x '=  -x  we may assume x>0 and y/x  finite with respect o ~. 
By 1.4(1), a has some extension, also denoted by a, to ~[[x,y]]. Set ra= (~(x), 0, tr). 
We are going to construct the 'center' c : (0 ,1 )~ 2 by means of the 3-tuple 
0, a). 
First of all, we point out that it suffices to construct an analytic map g: (0, e)~IR 
with l im,_0g(t)=0 such that for each convergent Puiseux series ( (x)eF it holds: 
If y + ((x) is positive (resp. negative) in a, then g(t) + ((t) > 0 (resp. <0) for t > 0 
small enough. 
Indeed, suppose g given and take c : (0, e) ~ [R 2: t ~ (t, g(t)). We claim that c is the 
curve we sought. For, let Pe  ~{x,y}; we must check that if P is positive (resp. 
negative) in a, then P(t,g(t))>O (resp. <0) for t>0 small enough. But, by 
Weierstrass Preparation Theorem, we have P = xruPl ... Ps, where r > 0, u(0, 0) ¢ 0 
and the Pi's are irreducible Weierstrass polynomials. So, only the case P= P~ needs 
to be considered. By Puiseux Theorem we write 
P 
P(x, y) = H (y -  
l=t  
where p = degree P(x, y) (as y-polynomial), a = primitive p-th root of 1, 
((x) e C{xl/P}[y]. If ((x) cannot be chosen in ~{xl/P}[y], then P(x,y) is a sum of 
squares in E{xl/P}[y], and the germ {P=0} is just the origin, so that P(t,g(t))>O 
for t>0 small enough. Now assume ((x)e ~{xl/P}[y]. We put P= Ql Q2, where 
Ql = H (Y-((aix)); 
tl1¢£ ~ 
Q2 = H (y -  ¢(aix)). 
Notice then that if a g ~ ~, the series ((a'x) has non-real coefficients, which implies 
the germ {Q2=0} is just the origin. Besides, Q2 is a sum of squares in ~{tl/P}[y], 
so we conclude that Q2 is positive in a and Q2(t,g(t))>O for t>0 small enough. 
Finally, if a' e IP,, the series ((a'x) has real coefficients, so that by our assumption 
on g, the sign of g(t) - ((ait) is constant for t > 0 small, and coincides with the sign 
of y-((aix) in a. It follows thus that if P is positive (resp. negative) in a, then 
P(t,g(t))>O (resp. <0) for t>0 small enough. 
Now in order to obtain the map g : (0, l)~II~ we distinguish several cases. 
First case: the series ~(x) is not convergent. Set ~(x)= ~,~_tc, x °". We need here a 
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slight generalization of Borel's Theorem, [1]. Actually, when ~(x) is Puiseux this 
generalization is not necessary, but we must also cover the non-Puiseux case: 
Lemma 2.3. There exists a C l -map f :  ~ ~. such that fo r  each n > 1 it holds." 
f ( t )  = c~t °' +. . .  + c,,t °" + o(t°" ). 
Proof. Let qJ" [R~ be a C=-map such that: 
0_<qy< 1, supp(v/)C [ -  1, 1], q/([- ½, ½]) = 1. 
For every m>l  we define a C~-map ~m'~- - '~  by q/,,(t)=CmtO"'q/(t) (since 
0m >-- 1). Set 
Lm =max{]cmt°"-°°~'(t ) l ,  I ~,,(t)[ : t~ ~, 1 <n<m} 
(notice that supp(~) and supp(~,~n ) are contained in [ - I ,  1]). 
Finally, we choose a real number 
Sm > 1, (2mLm) l/°'', (2mLm) l/~°'-°"), n = 1, ..., m - 1. 
Now we claim that the function: 
f ( t )=  ~ cnt°"~(s,J) 
n_>l 
is well-defined and verifies the required conditions. 
Indeed, for each n_> 1 we write: 
c,, t o. q/(s,, t) = c, ( 1/s,)  o° (s, t)o. q/(s, t) = ( 1/s,, )o. q/n (s,, t) 
and the derivative is" 
D(c, t o. q/(s,, t)) = (1/s,,)°" - 1 ~ (s, t). 
Hence we obtain a uniform bound: 
I D(c , t  °" ~(snt )) [ <_ (1/s,O °"- l L n < (1/sn) °"- °'L, = r,, 
We deduce from the choice of sin's that ]~,>~r n is convergent, since for n>2:  
( (  1 )1/(°"-°')) °~-°' 
(l/sn)O"-°'Ln < \ \ 2.Ln/t  • Ln= 1/2 n 
Hence, f is well defined and C l 
Now it remains to show that 
t ) -  t o" =0 
for any fixed n> 1. We have: 
n n 
f ( t ) -  ~ Cmt°"'= ~., Cmt° ' (~(s , , , t ) -1 )+ ~] CmtO'~U(Sm t) 
i n= I I l l=  1 m>l l  
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But if I t I<l /2sl , . . . ,  1/2Sn we have ~(Smt)= 1, for all m= 1,...,n. Whence, we 
must check: 
lim(~>.cmtOmq/(Smt)/t°'=O't-.o 
This will follow if the series ~m>.CmtO'-O"q/(smt ) converges uniformly, since 
0m-0 .>0 for m>n. But once again we have a uniform bound: 
[CmtO~-°"ql(Smt)l = I(1/Sm)°.,-°.c,~(s.,t)°.,-°.q/.,(Smt)l 
1  1,,0 0, 0. 0.) 
<_(1/sm)O'-°"Lm < \\2m-Lm j J • Lm= 1/2 m, m>n. 
Thus, Lemma 2.3 is proven. 
Coming back to our problem, we approximate in the Strong Topology the 
C1-map f : (0 ,  1)-~[R by an analytic one, [5]. So, there exists an analytic map 
g : (0 ,1 )~ such that Ig( l)- f(t) I<e -in for 0<t<l .  (Notice the necessity of 
avoiding the value t = 0). We claim that g is the map we sought. 
Indeed, let ((x)e F be a convergent Puiseux series. Then ~(x)+ ((x)~e0 and we 
write: ~(x)+((x)=axr+ ''', a=/:O. By the proof of Theorem 1.3 we know that a 
gives the sign of y + ((x) in a. On the other hand, there exists n >_ 1 such that 0n-> r 
and 
Cl X OL + "'" + CnXO" + ( (X)  = axr  + " " .  
Now we have: 
_ o ( t " )  g(t)+((t) g(t)- f (t)  + clt°~+"'+c,t°"+((t) +- -  
t r t r t r t r 
Since Ig(t)-f(t) I<e -In, On>-r, we deduce: 
lim g(t) + ((t) 
t -O ~ t r 
=a,  
which means that a gives the sign of g(t)+ ((t) for t > 0 small enough. 
Hence the first case is done. 
Second case: the series ~(x) is convergent and 0 = + oo. Choose e > 0 such that ~(x) 
defines a continuous map ~ : (-e, e)~ [R. By approximating in the Strong Topology 
we get an analytic map g:(0,e)~  such that 
Ig(t)-~(t)-ae-1/t l<te-J/t  for 0<t<e.  
Let ( (x)eF be convergent. If ~(x)+((x)¢0, write: ~(x)+((x)=axr+ ''', a¢O, 
and then the sign in a of y + ((x) is given by a (because of the proof of Theorem 
1.3). On the other hand: 
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and: 
g( t )+( ( t ) _  g ( t ) -~( t ) -ae  - l / t  ~( t )+( ( t )  ae  - l I t  
+ + ~ ,  
t r t r t r t r 
lira g(t )  + ((t)  = a. 
t -o  ' t r 
So a gives the sign of g( t )+ (( t )  for t > 0 small enough. 
Finally, y -~(x)  has in a the sign of er, and: 
g(t )  - ~(t) _ g(t )  - ~(t) - ere- l /t  
- l / t  + (7 e -1 / t  e 
Since Ig(t) - ( ( t )  - ere- l / t  I < te - I / t ,  we conclude 
lim g(t)  - ~(t) 
t~O ~ e -1 / t  - -  er, 
so that er also gives the sign of g( t ) -~( t )  for t > 0 small. 
Th i rd  case: 0 is i r rat ional .  Then ~(x) is finite, and defines a continuous map 
~" (0, 1 )~.  Take an analytic map g" (0, 1 )~ such that I g ( t ) -~( t ) -e r t ° [  <e  -)It  
for 0 < t < 1. Let ((x) e F be convergent. 
Suppose first, order (~(x)+( (x ) )>O.  Then y+((x )  has the sign of a and 
lim,_0 (g ( t )+( ( t ) ) / t °=a.  Finally, if ~(x)+( (x )=ax~+ . . . ,  a~O,  r<O,  the sign of 
y + ((x) is given by a, and lim,_0, (g(t) + ( ( t ) ) / t  r = a. 
Four th  case: 0 is ra t iona l  and  o-= +1 or  -1 .  Choose an analytic map g" (0, 1)---,~ 
such that [h ( t ) [<e - l / t ,  where h( t )=g( t ) -~( t )+at° ( logt )  -1, for O<t<l .  Let 
((x) ~F  be convergent. 
If order(~(x) +((x)) = r > 0 (including r = + oo), choose s such that 0 < s < r. Then 
g(t )  + ((t)  h(t )  ~(t) + ((t)  1 
- + 
at  s a t  s a t  s t s -  °log t 
Since s -  0 > O, it follows 
lim g(t)  + ((t)  _ + oo 
t-*O" at  s 
and the sign of g(t)  + ((t)  for t > 0 small is given by a, which also gives the sign of 
y + 
If ~(x)+( (x )=axr+ . . . ,  a~O,  r<_O, we obtain l imt_o . (g ( t )+( ( t ) ) /F=a and 
again the sign of y + ((t) is the sign of g( t )+ ((t)  for t > 0 small enough. Notice that 
the factor (log t)-1 is necessary to manage the case r = 0. 
F i f th  case: 0 is ra t iona l  and  er = + oo or  - oo. Put e = + 1 or - 1 with the sign of a, 
and consider an analytic map g: (0, 1 )~ such that [h(t)l <e-  l/t, where 
h(t )  = g(t)  - ( ( t )  + e t° log  t. 
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Now the proof works as in the previous case, except if ((x)+ ~'(x)= ax°+ ..., a :/: O. 
But the factor log t solves this case again: 
g(t) + ~(t) h(t) ~(x) + ((x) 
+ log t 
at o et o et o 
and lim,.. 0. (g(t)+ ((t))/et °= + o0. Hence rr gives the sign of g(t)+ ((t) for t >0  
small enough, as well as the sign of y + ((x). 
At this moment the proof of the regular case Xo = R 2 is complete. Now we are 
going to extend the result to arbitrary X o by means of the Local Parametrization 
Theorem. 
End of  the Proof o f  Theorem 2.2. Let Xo be an irreducible analytic surface germ 
of IR~, and let a be an ordering in eJ(Xo). Choose a parametrization morphism 
re" X0--* ~2. Let P(x, y; z) ~ [R{x, y} [z] be the corresponding Weierstrass polynomial 
and J its discriminant. We know that X0\  {fi = 0} has a finite number of connected 
components, each one of them analytically diffeomorphic to someone of 
Now set Cto=Ct I gl(~o). We have just constructed an analytic map c: (0, 1 )~ 2 
which "defines ~0 by valuating on it" 
Now we apply [7, Proposition 4.8], and there exists a connected component W0 
of ~2\  {fi=0} with n- I (Wo)=MdU. . .UM ~ such that: 
(1) each restriction zt : M~ ~ W0 is an analytic diffeomorphism, i = 1,..., s; 
(2) a0 admits exactly s extensions to ~¢(X0), and 
(3) the map germ c:(0, e)---, W0 is defined. 
Hence, for each i= 1, . . . ,s  we obtain a lifting ci: (O,e)-'M~CXo of c, and an 
ordering or, in ~(X0) given by: fe  f¢[X0] is positive in a, if f(ci(t)) > 0 for t > 0 small 
enough. 
Indeed, if fe  {¢[X0], f~: 0, the germ rt({f= 0}) is semianalytic of dimension 1, so 
that there is h e IR{x, y}, h ~ 0, with rr({f= 0}) C {h = 0}. But h(c(t)) =g 0 for t > 0 
small enough, and it follows f(ci(t))~O for t>0 small enough. 
Finally, it remains to check that o~ i :# O'j if i:/:j, since this means that al, ..., as are 
the s extensions of a0 to g;(Xo), and so tz = a, for some i. But the germ M6 is open 
semianalytic: M~ = [-Jk {fkl > 0,... , f~  > 0} for some fkt ~ t/[X0], fkt ~ 0. Then there 
is k such that fkt(ci(t))>O for t>0 small enough, /=1 ....  ,r. Now, since 
M~DA¢0=0, we conclude that for some l it is fkt(cj(t))<O ( t>0 small enough). 
Whence fkt is positive in a, and negative in aj. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
3. Orderings in the field of rational functions of an irreducible real algebraic surface 
In this section we obtain the algebraic counterpart of results in Section 2. 
Let V be an irreducible algebraic surface of II~ n. Let 0 E V be a central point of 
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V and X~,.. . ,  X~ the irreducible components of dimension 2 of the analytic germ 
v0. 
Let [R[ V] be the ring of polynomial functions of V and fiR(V) = qf(~[ V]) the field 
of rational functions of V. 
Proposition 3.1. Each ordering in ~(V) centered at 0 extends to ©(X~) ^ for a uni- 
que i. Furthermore it has at most two extensions. 
Proof. We may assume that 0 is the origin. We choose coordinates such that for 
each i= 1, ..., r the following diagram is commutative: 
 [Vl c- , c- , 
J J I 
c , c ' yl l  
where the vertical arrows are finite injective and a coordinate, say z, is the primitive 
element of ~(V) over ~,(x,y), of r~(X~) over ~'J(IR2), of £(X~) ^  over e;'(lR20) ^. Then 
we consider the irreducible polynomi.als of: 
z in R(V) over ~(x,y): Pe ~[x,y][z], 
z in i7(X6) over ~q(~2): Pie ~{x,y}[z]; 
we recall that P, is a Weierstrass polynomial and it is also the irreducible poly- 
nomial of z in cJ(X~) ^  over ~(IR2) ^. Clearly P= Q. PI "'" Pr, where Qe ~,{x,y}[z]. 
Let et be an ordering in ~,[x,y] centered at the origin and take any extension 
to ~[[x,y]]. Let R be the real closure of the ordered field (O(~2) ^,t~). Then we 
know that the extensions of a to ~[ V] are given by the roots of P in R. We claim 
:hat those extensions centered at 0 correspond to roots of P~,..., Pr. 
Indeed, we must check that if u e R is a root of P, a '  the ordering in ~(V) defined 
by: z~ u, and 0~' is centered at 0, then Q(u)sO. 
First of all, write Q= U. Q1 "'" Qt, where Ue ~{x,y}[z] is a unit in ~{x,y,z} and 
Q1,..., Q, e ~{x,y}[z] are irreducible Weierstrass polynomials (notice that Q is 
monic in z, and so Preparation Theorem applies). Besides, since P is irreducible in 
~[x,y, z], it has no multiple factor in ~{x,y,z}, which means Q,:/:Pj for all i,j. 
Then if Q,(u)=0 for some i, we have ~.{x,y,z}/(Q,)=~{x,y}[u] and Q, is real. 
Whence, by Risler's Nullstellensatz, Q, gives an irreducible component of dimen- 
sion 2 of V 0, which is impossible, as  Qi :/:Pj for all j .  On the other hand, if 
U(u) = 0, set 
ap= --(u p + a lu  p -  1 +. . .  + ap_ lu), 
where a~{x,y}  are the coefficients of u, ap(O,O)=U(O,O,O)~:O. Since ~' is 
centered at O, u should be infinitesimal with respect o [R. From this and the equality 
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above it follows that ap is infinitesimal too, which contradicts the condition 
ap(O, O) ~ O. So we conclude Q(u) =g O. 
Now, suppose that u e R is a root of P and Q(u) =g O. Then P,(u) = 0 for a unique 
i, and t~ extends to ¢~(X~) ^ via the embedding z~. u. This extension t~' gives an 
ordering a '  in [R(V) which is centered at 0. 
At this moment, we have proven that an ordering a '  in IR(V) centered at 0 and 
extending a, can be extended to a unique O(Xg) ^  for any fixed extension t~ of a to 
¢/([R2) ^. Besides the method produces all possible extensions of t~', and in view of 
1.4(2), the proof of 3.1 is complete. 
Remarks. Like in the analytic case, the existencial part of Proposition 3.1 can be 
obtained in arbitrary dimension by means of Stengle's Positivstellensatz. But once 
again this method gives no quantitative information. Once more, the description of 
extension of orderings developed in our proof applies in arbitrary dimension. 
Finally, we obtain the existence of 'centers' in the algebraic ase: 
Theorem 3.2. Let a be an ordering in ~,(V). Then there exists an analytic map 
c: (0, 1)~ V such that h ~ ~(V) is positive in a if and only if h(c(t)) is defined and 
>0 for t >0 small enough. 
Proof. Since given such a map c, no h e IP[V] vanishes on it, it suffices to prove the 
result for some birrational model of V. This enables us to suppose V compact (after 
an inversion of ~" with respect o a ball whose closure does not intersect V), which 
implies that a is centered at some point 0 e V. By 3.1, ot extends to an ordering a '  
of O(X0), where X0 is some irreducible component of dimension 2 of the analytic 
germ V 0. Then by 2.2 there exists an analytic map c : (0, 1 )~XC V which describes 
a'. This is the map we sought. 
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